Most optimal design problems can only be solved through discretization. One solution strategy is to expand the original problem into an infinite sequence of finite dimensional, approximating non linear programming problems, which can be solved using standard algorithms. In this paper, an expansion strategy based on the concept of consistent approximations is proposed for certain optimal beam design problems, where the beam is modelled using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. It is shown that any accumulation point of the sequence of the stationary points of the family of approximating problems is a stationary point of the original, infinite-dimensional problem. Numerical results are presented for problems of optimal design of fixed beams.
INTRODUCTION In the last 15 years, we have witnessed great activity in the development of computational pro
cedures for the solution of optimal design problems (see, e.g., [4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 14] and references therein). In general, the use of such computational procedures involves the replacement of the set of admissible designs, the laws describing the behavior of the system under study, the cost function, the constraints, and the optimality conditions by appropriately discretized counterparts. Clearly, to be of any value, these discretizations must satisfy some consistency conditions. The consistency conditions for approximating problems that we find in the optimal design literature deal only with convergence of global minimizers of approximating problems to a global minimizer of the original problem (see, e.g., [6, 8, 11, 14] In [16] 
we find a theory of consistent approximations dealing with the expansion of an infinite dimensional problem into an infinite sequence of finite dimensional approximating problems, each
with a finite number of constraints. In [16] , because of the abstract problem formulation, as well as for algorithmic reasons, optimality conditions are expressed in terms of zeros of optimality functions.
In [16] 
consistency of approximating problems is characterized in terms of the Kuratowski conver gence of the constrained epigraphs of their cost functions and of the hypographs of their optimality functions to those of the original problem.
In addition, we find in [16] 
a set of diagonalization strategies designed to make efficient use of well-polished finite dimensional optimization codes and finite dimensional consistent approximations in computing approximate solutions to infinite dimensional problems. These diagonalization stra tegies take the form of a master algorithm that chooses a level of discretization and calls a finite minimax or nonlinear programming algorithm to iterate on the current approximating problem until some discretization refinement test is satisfied. At that point the master algorithm increases the discretization and uses the last point computed to initialize a finite minimax or nonlinear program ming algorithm to iterate on the next approximating problem, until the discretization refinement test is again satisfied, and so on, until a final termination test is satisfied.
of minimum weight beams may be quite realistic. Moreover, the problem of determining the optimal dimensions of a uniform beam subject to continuum constraints is a particular case of the problems we will deal with.
First we deal with cantilever beams. We propose an expansion of the original problem into an infinite family of approximating problems, construct corresponding optimality functions, and show that the approximating problems are consistent. Second, we extend our results to the problem of optimal design of a fixed beam. Finally, wemake use of a diagonalization strategy presented in [16] andof a method of centers algorithm [17] , to solve these optimal design problems numerically.
For ease of exposition we will restrict ourselves to beams with rectangular cross section, fixed width, and distributed loads. It is straightforward to generalize our results to beams whose cross sec tions are not necessarily rectangular, provided the cross sections have a horizontal and a vertical axis of symmetry, and the plane containing the vertical axis of symmetry also contains the loads. For instance, we can extend our results to the design of rectangular beams with varying depth and width, or the design of a cylindrical beam with varying radius.
The paper is organized as follows. We recall the basic definitions and results related to con sistent approximations of optimization problems introduced in [16] in Section 2. In Section 3 we state the optimal design problem for a cantilever beam and propose an expansion into a sequence of approximating problems which we show to be consistent under appropriate conditions. The results in Section 3 are extended to fixed beams in Section 4. In Section 5 we discuss a diagonalization stra tegy for numerical solution of the optimal design problems under consideration. In Section 6, we present the results of a numerical experiment. Finally, in Section 7 we present our conclusions.
CONSISTENT APPROXIMATIONS
We begin by presenting a summary of the main definitions and results related to the concept of consistent approximations introduced in [16] .
Let 2* be a topological vector space and consider the problem P mjn/fc) (2-la)
where/ : *B -»IR is continuous andZ c S is the constraint set. Let {<BN }fiml be a family of finite dimensional subspaces of <B such that &N = (8 if <B is finite dimensional (Rn )and$N <= <BN+1, for all N, otherwise. Consider the family of approximating problems P" JflfN(zh NelN' (2.1b) must, at least, converge epigraphically to P, i.e., the epigraphs En = 1(*°.z)^IR xZN Iz°Zf(z)}, of the problems P#, must converge, in the sense of Kuratowski, to the epigraph E £ {(z°,z) € R xZ Iz°£/ (z)}, of the problem P. Equivalently:
Definition 2.1. [1, 7] The problems in the family {VN }^ml converge epigraphically to P, (P;v ->£p' P) if ' • (a) for every z eZ, there exists a sequence {z^}£.lt with zN eZN, such that zN-*z and lim/yv(zN)^/(z); and (6) for every sequence {zN| }~ol, with zNk € ZNt, such that zNt ->z as* ->oo,z e z andlim/A,t(z/Vl)^/(z). D Epigraphic convergence, or epiconvergence for short, can be viewed as a "zeroth order" con sistency property. In particular, it ensures the following result.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that P^->£/"' P, and that {z N}£=1 is a sequence such that zNe ZN for all N and zN->z.(a) If the z N are global minimizers for the PN, then z is a global minimizer of P; (b) lfzN are strict local minimizers for the"PN whose radii of attraction do not converge to zero as N -»°°, then z is a local minimizer of P.
•
The reader is referred to [1, 7] for the proofof Theorem 2.2 (a), and to [16] for the proof of Theorem
(b).
Optimization algorithms, applied to the finite dimensional problems PN, are only known to compute stationary points. As the following example shows, epiconvergence alone does not rule out the possibility that stationary points of the PN converge to a nonstationary point of P: Let (8 = IR2, so that z =(* ,y),andlet/(z)=/A,(z) = (A:-2)2,Ne N. Let
Zk {(*,y)eR2l*2 +y2<;2} , (2.2a) and, for all N € N, let ZNA {(*,y)eR2l(*-y)V+y2-2)£0( x2 +y2£2+jj}. (2.2b)
Then we see that P^-»£/" P. Nevertheless, the point (1,1) is feasible and satisfies the F. John optimality condition for all VN, but it is not a stationary point for the problem P. The reason for this is an incompatibility of the constraint sets ZN with the constraint set Z which shows up only at the level of optimality conditions.
To eliminate the possibility of pathologies such as in the above example, as well as some others, e.g, failure of derivatives to converge, [16] imposed a second condition on the approximating prob lems in terms of optimality conditions, which can be viewed as a "first order" consistency require ment. For the purpose of this condition, it is convenient to characterize stationary points as the zeros of optimality functions: 0: T> -> R for P and 6^: <DN -> R for PN, N e IN, where Z> c £ and (DN c $N, i.e., the optimality functions may not be defined on the entire space. We will assume that T>N <= £> n <BN, for all N € N. that zN ->z, lim 0^(zN) £ 0(z).
As a result of this definition, we immediately get the following result, which subsumes Theorem 2.2:
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that the pairs (PN ,QN) in the sequence {(PN ,QN)} "al are weakly con sistent approximations to the pair (P, 0), and that {zN}^=1 is a sequence such that zN e ZN for all
(a) If the z N are global minimizers for the PN, then z is a global minimizer of P.
(b) lfzN are strict local minimizers whose radii of attraction do not converge to zero, as N ->°°, then z is a local minimizer of P.
(c) IfllmOtf (z N) = 0, then 0(z ) = 0.
• If we define a point z to be stationary for P if 0(Jc) = 0, then we see that Definition 2.3 permits nonfeasible points to be stationary (e.g., they can be stationary points for a problem with relaxed or modified constraints). This phenomenon can be removed by imposing an additional condition, as is done below: Definition 2.6. Let 0(-), 0^(•), AT G N, be optimality functions for P, PN, respectively. The pairs (PN ,QN) , in the sequence {(PN ,0^)}JJHi are consistent approximations to (P,0), if they are weakly consistent approximations, and in addition 0(z) < 0 for all z £Z and dN(z)<0 for all z £ZN, N elN.
• -4- We will consider optimal cantilever beam design problems that can be stated in the form In thesimplest case, the rj arepositive constants, with r1 = r2,r3 = r4, and r5 = r6.
OPTIMAL DESIGN OF A CANTILEVER BEAM
The "natural" norm on C [0,L] for establishing continuity and differentiability of solutions of (3.1d-f) with respect to depth functions is the sup-norm, D-D*,. However, when we define optimality functions for our design problems, by extension of optimality functions for problems defined on Rn, which is a Hilbert space, it is much more natural to use the L2[0,L] norm, H2. Since there is no inconvenience in also using the L2[0,L] norm for establishing continuity and differentiability of solutions of (3.1d-f) with respect to depth functions (see Existence of a solution to Pc follows from the Ascoli-Arzela theorem, whichimplies that the set 
Using Euler's forward method to discretize the ordinary differential equations (3.1d.e) and (3.4), we define the family PCtN of approximating problems as follows:
7- 
of the values^J(h(xNJc)tMc^(h ,xNyk),VCtN(h ,xNJc),yCiN(h ,xNJ,),xNJc), on the mesh TN, and hence

WMh 'xNjc) =lj(h(xNJ(),Mc^(h ,xNJc),VCjN(h ,xNJ(),yc^(h^^^j), j e q. (3.6)
The term A(N )l/l in the constraint (3.5e) is added to guarantee that for N large enough, the feasi ble set for PCtN is not empty. This relaxation of the constraints will be needed in the proof of 
where r > 0 is as in (3.1j). It follows from (3.9) that there exist an N0 such that for all N £N0, lows that h € Hrf. The facts that h € Cc, that is, that \yc (h) £0, and that fcJv(hN )->fc(h) follow directly from (3.7f) and (3.7g) respectively.
• Next we will develop optimality functions 0C(-), and 0C^(-), for the problems Pc, and Pc>yv, 
Consider the functions defined in (3.1g) and (3. where \\fc (h)+^max {\j/f (/z), 0 }, and co >0 is a parameter to be used in method of centers type algorithms. Note that (i) for all h € Had, Fc(h ,h) = 0, and (ii) ifheH^isa local minimizer for Pc then, since \\rc(h) >0 when h is infeasible, and since fc(h)zfc(fi) for all feasible h in a ball about /z, h must also be a local minimizer for the problem
This fact is used in [2] to obtain the following first orderoptimality condition for Pc: -Vc(>0+}+VW-All22-(3.14)
In view of (3.1b-i) and Lemma 3.6. F c iH^x Had -» R is continuous.
We now define the optimality function 0C iH^-> R as follows:
0c(/z)i min Fc{h,h'). m5v
From Lemma 3. Suppose {hj }JLq c Had is such that hi -> h € H^as j ->«>. Let /z' G//a</ be such that 0c(/z) = Fc(/z ,/z'). Then 0c(/zy)<;Fc(/z;,/z'), VyeN. (3.16a)
Hence, taking lim on both sides, and using Lemma 3.6, we get jjm^Cfy)* jmiF^(fy ,/z') =Fc(/z ,/z') =0c(/z).
(3 16b)
Corollary 3.8. 0C (•) is an optimality function for Pc.
• It follows from the Implicit Function Theorem (see, e.g., [12] ) that the functions As a consequence of (3.1h,i), (3.5f), (3.6), Assumption 3.1(cj, Lemma 3.9, and Lemma 3.2 we get the following result: 
wherey7(/z ,x)kdldxyf(h ,x).
Hence, with Mf(h ,), Vf(h ,•), and yf(h ,-) determined by (4.1b), (4.1d) and (4.1e) respec tively, we consider the following optimal design problem: 
ff(h)±£$(h,x)dx, <t>/(/z ,x)±&(h(x),Mf(h ,x),Vf(h ,x),yf(h ,x),x),j € q, where the <j>-' (•,-,•,•, •)
. j e q, satisfy Assumption 3.1(c).
-15- -d2a(N)3 1 a -da(N 
8(h)-gN(hN)=A(hT1 [(AN(hN)-A(h))gN(hN) +(b(h)-bN(hN))] , (4.4e)
which, in view of part (a) and (4.3b,c), implies (4.3d). D
For N = 1,2,..., we define the approximating problems:
where CftN c Had<N is thesetof all depth functions h € Hadji such that 
Mfj<(h ,xNtk) = Mc>N(h ,xNik)+gliN(h)xNJc +g2>N(h) , k e N+l,
VfjiQi ,xNJc) = VCyN(h ,xNjc)-g1>N(h),k e
A(h)Dg(h ;h*)=Db(h ;h*)-DA(h ;h*)g(h). (4.6c)
Therefore, from (4.1b-d) we obtain the following result:
Lemma Lemma4.3. There exists a constant C <°°such that for any h ,h € Had, h' ,h" e Had,
(a) The functions h t-+ Vf (h ,•), h t-+ Mf {h ,•), and h -»yf (h , •), from
\Dff(h ;h' -h)-Dff(h ;h" -h)\ <. C[B/z -hB2 +\h' -h"H2]. (4.8a)
and for all j e q, 
W^f(h ,;/z' -h)-D$}(h ,-;h" -h)l2<>CW -hli +W
FfyN(h ,h')±max{fftN(h')-fc>N(h)-<i>\vffN(h)+,max max 4>/^(^^iv^t)~M>>jv(^)+} (4.12a)
Ffj/(h ,h')£max{DfffN(h ;h' -h)-coyfiN(h)+,max max^(/z ,xNJc)-\\/f>N(h)+
j € q* € N+l +D1tytN(h,xNJc;h'-h)} +»/2l/z/-/ziI22.
Qfj,(h)& min FftN(h,h').
h € Hdn Corollary 4.7. The sequence {(P/^v ,0/^r)}Jv=i is a family of weakly consistent approximations to the pair (Pf ,df). Furthermore, if for all h e Had such that \j//(/z)>0, 0 £d\vf (h), then {(Pf j? ,Qf^)} #ml is a family ofconsistent approximations to the pair (Py ,0y).
A DIAGONALIZED OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
In this section we will describe a diagonalized implementable algorithm that uses consistent approximations and standard nonlinear programming software in computing an approximate solution to either problem Pc orproblem Py. For this purpose, we will obtain R^*1 equivalents ofthe prob lems Pcjv and Py jy, which were originally defined on the function spaces HN.
Given any h e HN, there exists a unique vector rj = (rjj,... fr\N+i)T e JR.N+1 satisfying (3.3b). In fact, in view of (3.3a), we have that r\k =h(xNJc), k e N+l. We define the mapping WN: HN^JRN+1by   WN(h)±(r\1,r\2,. .
.,T]N+1)T. (5.1a)
Clearly, WN is a bijection and the components of rj € R^*1 are the coordinates of h e HN with respect to the basis set {PNJc (x)} ff$. 
An-Vi
N+l
Since {PNJc (x)} £j! is not orthonormal, we let TN £ gjv . and consider the mappinĝ = T^WN(h). In view of (5.5a,b),(5.4a-i) and (3.5a-f), the following proposition should be obvious.
Proposition 5.1. Problems PCiN and fCtN are equivalent in the following sense: (a) h e HN is feasible for PCiN ifand only if£=T{JlWN(h) is feasible for Pc A, and (6; /z € Cc Ais aglobal/local minimizer for Pc^ifand only if^=7^'WN (/z) is aglobal/local minimizer for PCyN .
• Next, we compute the derivatives of the functions defining Pc^and define an optimality func tion for Pf jvLet the matrices G% ,GJtf € R*+1 xN+1 be defined by The fact that the mappings %*->VCtN(%,xNJc) and Zt^Me/tfitxNJ[\ k e N+l, are Lipschitz con tinuously differentiable differentiable on Hadji follows from the Implicit Function Theorem and (5.4d-e). Inview of(5.4b) and (5.6a), ifwe differentiate (5.4d,e) we obtain, for all £, ©e HadtN, We will apply the algorithm described in [17] to solve problems Pc and Pf using the frame work of consistent approximations, as suggested in [16] . Data. h0eHadji0.
G%£-KA(N)
Step 0. Set / = 0.
Step 1. an accumulation point h . Then 0(/z) = 0.
Inner-Step0. SetW =Nh © =TjjlWN(hi).
NUMERICAL RESULTS
We will illustrate the use of consistentapproximations and Algorithm 5.3 in solving a particular problem of the kind Py, that is, a fixed beam design. In our example, we assumed that E -107 psi, 
which clearly satisfies Assumption 3.1 (a,). The initial discretization was set to N = 8 points, and the initial /z(-) was constant, with value 2.85 in (see Figure 6 .1(a)). This initial design, whose cost is 142.5, corresponds to the uniform beam of least mass which satisfies the constraints (for this h (•) the constraint on the displacement is active and the other two are slack).
In Figure 6 .1(b), we find the beam obtained after 16 inner-steps of Algorithm 5.1. The discreti zation level at the end of the 16-th inner-step was N = 128. The corresponding cost was 124.05, about 87% of the initial cost. For the final design, the constraint on the deflection of the beam was active, and the constraints on the maximum normal stress and on the maximum shear stress were slack.
In Figure 6 .2 we present the computed cost at each iteration as a percentage of the initial cost, 142.5, and the computed value of the optimality function QN, at each iteration. The number of discretization points used at each iteration is also shown in Figure 6 .2. As our analysis indicates, for each given discretization the optimality function is driven to zero, but when the discretization is refined (at iterations 4, 8, 12 and 14) ,the value of the optimality function may decrease. However, as the algorithm progresses, the optimality function is eventually driven to zero, and therefore the com puted depth functions /z,(-) approach a stationary point.
-CONCLUSION
We have shown that one can obtain consistent approximations, satisfying the axioms formu lated in [16] , for two classes of optimal beam design problems, involving Euler-Bernoulli cantilever and fixed beams, subject to continuum constraints, which include displacement, maximum shear stress, and maximum normal stress constraints. We have also demonstrated numerically how an algo rithm first described in [17] and proposed for use with consistent approximations in [16] , can be used to obtain an arbitrarily good approximation to a stationary point of these design problems.
We feel confident that consistent approximations can also be used to solve optimal design prob lems involving beams with one unilateral support, but the analysis involved is too extensive to include in the present paper. Finally, extensions to some design problems involving two dimensional beam models appear to be possible. We begin with part (a). Given heHad> let hN be the linear interpolate of h on the mesh TN.
Clearly, hN e Hadji. From (3.1a), we have that h is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant y, and hence D/z -hN IL £ yA(N), which proves (3.7a).
Next we prove (3.7b). Let h e Had, and hN e Hadf, be given. 2A(N)maxxe[0tL]\l(hN ,x) N-p) +2p max \l(hN ,x)\A(N) £CA(N 
